
Shitsugeisya Heiando
漆芸舎 平安堂 Lacquerware restoration

and kintsugi / Gold leaf
decoration workshop

漆器修復・金継ぎ
金箔絵付体験

⬆The pottery item is restored looking more beautiful 
than before by the kintsugi technique of a skilled 
craftsman. 

⬆A precious pottery item that has been broken.

⬅
A large 
selection 
of items is 
available 
from 
goods for 
everyday 
use to 
one-of-a-
kind 
master-
pieces, 
from 
¥8,000. 

TEL: 075-334-5012  OPEN: 10:00 to 18:00 (Closed Wed.)
Access: 30 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi

Delivery to overseas addresses is possible. Please feel 
free to email for more details
Email: info@urushi-kyoto.com

In front of Daitokuji temple, a famous Zen temple in the 
northern part of Kyoto city, artisan Hiroki Kiyokawa has 
been involved with the restoration of cultural properties 
from shrines and temples for over 40 years. With those 
skills and making good use of natural ingredients found 
close by, he makes restorations on buildings, Buddhist stat-
ues, lacquerware, antique furniture and old artworks, all 
with ancient traditional Japanese methods. He promotes 
Japanese culture through his kintsugi and shitsugei work-
shops. Since 2017, he accepted an invitation from Tokyo’s 
Nihombashi Mitsukoshi department store to hold kintsugi 
and lacquerware restoration events 4 times a year, where he 
gives estimates to customers for restoration prices. He was 
chosen for the store’s “Masterpieces of Japan” exhibition, 
and displayed his lacquerware and kintsugi restoration 
works. He receives many requests from all over Japan, and 
has restored numerous treasured items.

“Kintsugi” (joining with gold) is an ancient traditional 
technique of restoring cracks and chips in pottery with 
“urushi” (Japanese lacquer). Ceramics are made from 
mountain soil, a natural material, and similarly, the restora-
tion process uses urushi collected from natural trees. With 
the addition of ingredients such as gold powder, a new 
beauty is born. This is the spirit of Japan that has preserved 
nature and culture. It is the fusion of “the spirit of protecting 
and passing things on” and “the traditional technique of 
restoring things” that creates the “world of kintsugi”.

京都市北区紫野門前町14 大徳寺東門前
Daitokuji Higashimon-mae, 14 Murasakino Monzen-cho, 
Kita-ku, Kyoto

漆芸舎 平安堂

URL: https://shitsugeisya.jimdo.com/

Shitsugeisya Heiando

Google MAP

MAP11

A Kyoto lacquer art workshop that also sells works by 
Hiroki Kiyokawa, artisan of "shitsugei" by "urushi" 
(Traditional restoration art by Japanese lacquer).

⬅
Restoration 
artist, Hiroki 
Kiyokawa.

Fee: ¥4,800 (incl. tax, cash only)
From 1 to 12 persons
Time: 1.5 hours
Reservations: By email by 18:00 the 
day before or by telephone  on the 
day.
Workshop times: 10:00–12:00, 
13:00–15:00, 16:00–18:00

Gold Leaf Decoration
Workshop

@kyoto_heiandohttp://www.facebook.com/shitsugeisya 
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